
 

                                                  

 
Project Title: 

Night of EU Cultural Institutes - Croatia 

 

Project Description: 

Engage the multifaceted and fascinating power of culture and arts, as an expression of 

creativity, tolerance, mutual understanding, communication and dialogue, and 

highlight the work of EUNIC member organisations during the European Year of 

Intercultural Dialogue. 

Learning Point: 

Co-operation with various international partners can be as simple as organising a 

common programme of individually arranged events. The collective branding and 

linking to an international programme of events provided the individual elements of 

the programme with greater profile. 

 

Organisation:  

EUNIC  

 
Case Study: 

Approaches: 

Cultural Diplomacy 

Themes: 

Social Justice and Diversity 

Scenario: 

This project fell within the context of The European Year of Intercultural Dialogue. 

Europe is becoming more culturally diverse. The enlargement of the European Union, 

deregulation of employment laws and globalisation have increased the multicultural 

character of many countries, adding to the number of languages, religions, ethnic and 

cultural backgrounds found on the continent. As a result, intercultural dialogue has an 

increasingly important role to play in fostering European identity and citizenship. The 

European Year of Intercultural Dialogue (EYID) 2008 recognises that Europe’s great 

cultural diversity represents a unique advantage. It will encourage all those living in 

Europe to explore the benefits of our rich cultural heritage and opportunities to learn 

from different cultural traditions. 

 

In Croatia, the European Union is represented by the Delegation of the European 

Commission to Croatia which in 2006 opened the European Union Information 

Centre at Trg žrtava fašizma 6 in Zagreb. The Delegation and the Centre are actively 

supporting the activities in relation to the European Year of Intercultural Dialogue in 

Croatia (EYID), such as the Night of EU Cultural Institutes. For more information on 



 

                                                  

the European Union and EYID, see: www.delhrv.ec.europa.eu   and 

www.dialogue2008.eu  

 

The multifaceted and fascinating power of culture and arts – as an expression of 

creativity, tolerance, mutual understanding, communication and dialogue – has been a 

feature and driving force in our joint European project in many ways. Yet these 

characteristics are also the ‘leitmotif’ in the work of most artists, cultural managers 

and cultural transmitters as we see and enjoy our daily role as European cultural 

institutes in Croatia. 

 

 

Program Activity:  

On the occasion of the European Year of Intercultural Dialogue 2008 the EU Cultural 

Institutes in Croatia (“EUNIC Hrvatska”) publicly presented the results of several 

artist in-residence projects which involve artists from Austria, Croatia, France, 

Germany, Italy, Slovenia, and the United Kingdom. 

 

Ranging from different fields such as street theatre and sculpture to contemporary 

multimedia video and sound performances, these multicultural projects have in 

common that they take place in the public space – be it scattered around downtown 

Zagreb public locations or within or around the premises of the respective cultural 

institutes. 
 

The Night included; 

Gašpar and the Potion of �aughtiness by Christian J. Ebner, Marius Schiener, Leo 

Vukelić. This was a mobile multi media interactive play including a motion picture 

and a short live performance by actors pretending to be puppets using a language 

mixture, non verbal mimic and dance elements to make the simplified plot 

understandable, accompanied by music. The leading role is that of Gašpar - a funny 

servant character can be found everywhere in Europe (Croatia: Kerempuh, Slovenia: 

Pulcinela, Austria: Kasperl, Germany: Hanswurst, Italy: Pulcinella, France: Guignol, 

England: Punch, Spain: Don Cristobal). This main character confronts wizard Zamfir, 

who has created a magic potion that makes people aggressive and naughty… 

 

Sirena / Siren by Ray Lee.  

“Siren” is a whirling, spinning spectacle of mechanical movement, electronic sound 

and light. Twenty-nine large metal  tripods, up to 3m tall, have rotating arms that spin 

around, powered by electric motors. Hand built electronic tone generators power 

loudspeakers at the end of each arm creating an extraordinary sonic texture of pulsing 

electronic drones. Small LED’s at the end of the arms trace circles of light as the arms 

rapidly rotate creating a compelling visual image. The audience, kept at a safe 

distance from the whirling arms by a safety barrier, is able to move freely about the 

space and experience different sonic and visual perspectives of the work. Meanwhile 

the performers move about within the mass of swirling metal machinery, operating 

their machines and tuning oscillators to change the musical composition while 

dodging and ducking the rapid movement of the rotating arms. This ‘choir of rotating 

sirens’ creates an audio visual spectacle that is essentially a live experience. Wherever 

you stand in the space it sounds different. 



 

                                                  

 

The event was produced with a local partner; KONTEJNER bureau of contemporary 

art practice, is a highly professionalized, nonhierarchical, independent and non-profit 

organization which, through its curatorial work, production, organization and 

theoretical contextualization, is oriented towards critical examination of the role and 

meaning of science, technology and the body in contemporary society.  

 

The performances were staged at various times during the evening so that individuals 

could experience the contributions from the different EUNIC members. While each 

piece provided its own intercultural stimulus, the staging of the Night of European 

Cultural Institutes provided the opportunity for these stimuli to be viewed 

consecutively effectively marking the year of intercultural dialogue and highlighting 

the work of EUNIC within Croatia.  

Analysis:  

The success of this example demonstrates a means of collaborative working that 

allows individual Cultural Institutes to benefit from being part of a national cultural 

initiative in Croatia and further linking to an international programme such as the 

European Year of Intercultural Dialogue.  

 

Unlike other events which require large scale co-operation on all elements of the 

event this programme allowed each participant cultural institute to contribute a 

particular element to the programme that could be organised largely independently. 

The use of a local partner also rooted this intercultural and European dialogue within 

the local context, providing for a greater engagement with the local community.  

Sources and Links: 

The European Year of Intercultural Dialogue 

www.dialogue2008.eu  

www.delhrv.ec.europa.eu    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


